
Write an equivalent expression of 4(6x+12)
Answer: its 24.(x+2)

The answer is : 24x+48
An urban legend is a story with an ironic twist that sounds realistic, but is false. according to folklorist jan brunvand, urban legends teach us a three moral
lessons about life. which of the following is not one of the three moral lessons identified by brunvand? a. the stories serve as warnings.
b. each story is related to social change.
c. each story is calculated to instill fear.
d. each story should be taken seriously
What is a biological control for pest management? a. some members of the pest population are sterilized
b. sexual attractants lure pest species to traps
c. predators, parasites, or disease organisms are released to reduce pest populations
d. harvested foods are exposed to ionizing radiation
e. genetic engineering develops pest-resistant crops?
Brian’s school locker has a three-digit combination lock that can be set using the numbers 5 to 9 (including 5 and 9), without repeating a number. The
probability that the locker code begins with a prime number is ? %
The probability that the locker code is an odd number is ?%
What would be good in a CPR and First Aid Video
REALLY NEED HELP WITH THIS!! PLEASE Given ?RST ? ?HIJ, m?R= 97, m?J= 37, and m?S= 4x+14, Find the value of x
Which of the following should have the highest surface tension at a given temperature? A. CH4
B. CF4
C. CCl4
D. CBr4
E. CI4
DONT WORRY YALL< I GOT IT RIGHT! THE ANSWER IS A. OBJECTIVITY!!!! Experiments are often performed in science to produce data or evidence.
This evidence is then analyzed to draw conclusions. The use of evidence to formulate conclusions encourages _______.

A.

objectivity

B.



partiality

C.

bias

D.

subjectivity
The signals for mucus release include a) parasympathetic innervation
b) a variety of neuropeptides found in the enteric nervous system
c) cytokines from immunocytes
Our bodies need _____ in order for the cells to use the blood glucose
If y=9 , when x=3, find x when y= -27
99 POINTS! Someone Please Help me! I need the correct answer! This is my 3rd time posting this question. Why is the nucleus shaped like a spehere and why
does it make the function possible?
which of the following is not a precaution osha expects employers to take to protect workers from falls? (1 point) a. conduct worksite maintenance. b. ensure
proper scaffold construction. c. minimize employee training. d. provide fall protection.
Which quotient is the same as the quotient 4.85÷0.7?
Someone who experienced racial segregation of public schools was subjected to __________, while someone who currently lives in an inner city neighborhood
that is populated only by racial minorities is subjected to ___________.
The chloride ion concentration in plasma is ______________. A. equal to intercellular fluid
B. equal to intercellular plasma
C. equal to the sodium concentration in plasma
D. less than that in interstitial fluid
E. None of the above
Electric power costs 17.8 cents per kWh in Los Angeles in July 2017 (compared to the national average of 14.3 cents per kWh). How much did it cost (in cents)
to run a 1500 W hair dryer for 10 minutes in Los Angeles during July 2017? Assume 3 significant digits in your answer.
9. Lake Huron is ___________ of Lake Michigan
a. North
b. South
c. East
d. West
How has the UN increased the cooperation between countries?
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